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QUESTION 1

A DB2 for AIX server has two instances named DEV and PROD. Each instance contains a database named
ACCOUNTS and a database named PAYROLL. What can be done to prevent a DB2 Discovery operation from seeing
the DEV instance and its databases? 

A. Set the DISCOVER_DB database manager configuration parameter for the DEV instance to DISABLE. 

B. Set the DISCOVER DB2 administration server (DAS) configuration parameter on the client to DISABLE. 

C. Set the DISCOVER DB2 administration server (DAS) configuration parameter on the server to DISABLE. 

D. Set the DISCOVER_INST database manager configuration parameter for the DEV instance to DISABLE. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the purpose of specifying the RESTART CONTINUE option in an INGEST command? 

A. To terminate a failed INGEST command. 

B. To restart a failed INGEST command from the beginning. 

C. To clean up the log records of a failed INGEST command. 

D. To restart a failed INGEST command from the last commit point. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Which statements will enable automatic storage in storage group SG_HOT for a given database managed table space
MY_TS and remove all existing non-automatic storage containers from the table space? 

A. ALTER TABLESPACE my_ts MANAGED BY AUTOMATIC STORAGE;ALTER TABLESPACE my_ts REBALANCE; 

B. ALTER TABLEPACE my_ts MANAGED BY DATABASE;ALTER TABLESPACE my_ts MANAGED BY AUTOMATIC
STORAGE;ALTER TABLESPACE my_ts REBALANCE; 

C. ALTER TABLESPACE my_ts MANAGED BY AUTOMATIC STORAGE USE STOGROUP sg_hot;ALTER
STOGROUP sg_hot DROP \\'/db2/filesystem1\\', \\'/db2/filesystem2\\';ALTER TABLESPACE my_ts REBALANCE; 

D. ALTER TABLESPACE my_ts MANAGED BY DATABASE USE STOGROUP sg_hot;ALTER STOGROUP sg_hot
DROP \\'/db2/filesystem1\\', \\'/db2/filesystem2\\';ALTER TABLESPACE my_ts REBALANCE; 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4
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Which command is used to import connectivity configuration information from a file known as a configuration profile? 

A. db2ca 

B. db2cfexp 

C. db2cfimp 

D. db2cfgimp 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Which statement about DB2 aggregate registry variables is true? 

A. An aggregate registry variable that is explicitly set by an application cannot be overwritten. 

B. An aggregate registry variable overrides any corresponding explicitly set registry variable. 

C. A registry variable that is explicitly set by an application can only be overwritten by aggregate registry variable. 

D. A registry variable that is implicitly configured through an aggregate registry variable may also be explicitly defined. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

Which two conditions must be met before Automatic Dictionary Creation (ADC) can be used to generate a compression
dictionary for a table? (Choose two.) 

A. The table is not a system temporary table. 

B. The table contains a sufficient amount of data. 

C. A table-level compression dictionary does not already exist for the table. 

D. A page-level compression dictionary does not already exist for the table. 

E. The table does not have any indexes defined on it that have not been enabled for compression. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 7

How is the time that an agent waits for log records to be flushed to disk calculated? 

A. LOG_END_TIME divided by TOTAL_COMMITS 

B. LOG_WAIT_TIME divided by TOTAL_COMMITS 
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C. LOG_WRITE_TIME divided by TOTAL_COMMITS 

D. LOG_FLUSH_TIME divided by TOTAL_COMMITS 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Which statement about the db2pd tool is true? 

A. It may retrieve data that is not completely accurate. 

B. It collects information from the log buffer and active log files. 

C. It ensures that information is not retrieved on changing data. 

D. It collects information from the snapshot monitor and a predefined set of event monitors. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

Which statement about the REORGCHK command is true? 

A. It cannot be run against the system catalog. 

B. It automatically calls RUNSTATS by default. 

C. It cannot be run against multidimensional clustering tables. 

D. It automatically calls REORG if it is determined that a reorg is necessary. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

Which statement regarding compression for temporary tables is true? 

A. Temporary tables can only be compressed using adaptive compression. 

B. Temporary tables can only be compressed using classic row compression. 

C. Compression for temporary tables can be dynamically enabled and disabled. 

D. The DB2 optimizer automatically decides to use classic row compression or adaptive compression for temporary
tables. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 11

Which data movement utility is suitable for moving and processing large amounts of real-time data without affecting
availability? 

A. INGEST 

B. REPLICATION 

C. LOAD WITH READ ACCESS 

D. IMPORT WITH BUFFERED INSERT 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

Due to a hardware failure, it appears that there may be some corruption in database DB_1 as DB2 is reporting a "bad
page". DB2DART is performed for the entire database and it appears that several bad pages were detected in table
space TBSP_1. What command can be used to recover the database and repair the corruption in table space
TBSP_1? 

A. RESTART DATABASE 

B. RECOVER DATABASE 

C. RESTORE TABLESPACE 

D. ROLLFORWARD DATABASE 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

Given a system-period temporal table POLICY_INFO with its associated history table HIST_POLICY_INFO, which
statement is true? 

A. When querying with a time period specification, only the HIST_POLICY_INFO table is queried. 

B. When querying with no time period specification, only the HIST_POLICY_INFO table is queried. 

C. When querying with a time period specification, both the POLICY_INFO and HIST_POLICY_INFO tables are
potentially queried. 

D. When querying with no time period specification, both the POLICY_INFO and HIST_POLICY_INFO tables are
potentially queried. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14
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Which statement is correct when describing trusted contexts? 

A. A trusted context defines a trust relationship for a connection between the database and an external entity. 

B. A trusted context promotes the authorization level of the connection initiator and grants them DBADM authority. 

C. A trusted context defines a trust relationship between a user and a table allowing that user additional capabilities. 

D. A trusted context gives the database connection the ability to bypass auditing since authentication has already
occurred. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

If the current value for self-tuning memory is: Self Tuning Memory (SELF_TUNING_MEM) = ON (Inactive) Which
statement is true? 

A. Self-tuning is occurring only on the instance memory area. 

B. The memory tuner is actively tuning the memory on the system. 

C. Self-tuning is not occurring because it is waiting for the database to be recycled. 

D. Self-tuning is not occurring because there are less than two memory consumers enabled. 

Correct Answer: D 
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